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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the performance anal-
ysis of a decode-and-forward (DF) cooperative relaying (CR)
scheme over bursty impulsive noise channel. As compared to
existing literature, here, we generalize the performance analysis
to the multi-relay scenario with and without considering error
propagation from the relays. For this scheme, we evaluate the
bit error rate (BER) performance in the presence of Rayleigh
fading with a maximum a posteriori (MAP) receiver. From the
obtained results it is seen that, similar to single relay scheme,
the proposed MAP receiver attains the lower bound derived
for multi-relay DF CR scheme also, and performs significantly
better than the conventional schemes developed for additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and memoryless impulsive noise
channel. Moreover, the performance improvement of optimal
MAP receiver over the memoryless receivers is substantial with
increasing the number of relays.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative relaying (CR) is a method to exploit spatial
diversity in wireless networks without necessitating the place-
ment of multiple antennas at each node [1]. It is very attractive
in some scenarios, for example, wireless sensor networks
where the sensor nodes cannot afford multiple antennas due
to their size and cost constraints. Although there exists a rich
body of literature on CR schemes in various aspects, many
of them are restricted to the AWGN assumption. However,
practical wireless systems are impaired by non-Gaussian noise
and interference also [2]. For example, due to partial discharge
and switching effects impulsive noise is observed in some
mobile radio scenarios [2], [3]. The pairwise error probability
(PEP) of multi-relay amplify-and-forward (AF) CR scheme
over flat fading channel in the presence of impulsive noise
modeled by Middleton class-A [2] has been investigated in [4].
Simulation results demonstrated that the performance of CR
schemes highly depends on the impulsive nature of the noise.
Similar performance analysis is carried out in [5] for DF CR
schemes. It is shown that similar to the Gaussian noise case,
the system achieves full diversity order asymptotically with
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in impulsive noise scenario. In [6],
closed-form asymptotic error-rate expressions were derived
for an AF CR scheme with multiple relays which is valid
for arbitrary non-Gaussian noise and interference with finite
moments. The simulation results reveal that, at high SNR, full
diversity order is obtained and is independent of the type of
noise. The authors in [7] studied the performance of direct
transmission (DT) and single-relay DF CR scheme over flat
Rayleigh fading and Bernoulli-Gaussian [8] impulsive noise.
The obtained results showed that the optimal Bayes receiver [9]

obtains an additional 3dB SNR gain over the MRC combiner
by considering impulsive noise in the detection process.

However, all of the above performance analyses for CR
schemes have been carried out over i.i.d. impulsive channels
which cannot provide any information on noise time correla-
tion, as observed in experimental measurements [3]. In this
context, in [10] we provided a mathematical framework for
the performance analysis of a single-relay DF CR scheme
over bursty impulsive noise channel modeled by a two-state
Markov-Gaussian (TSMG) [11] process. As an extension, in
this paper, we generalize the performance analysis to the multi-
relay scenario. Two different relaying strategies are considered
depending on the processing performed by the relay: simple
DF relaying (SR) and selective DF relaying (SDFR). From
the obtained results it is seen that as in the single relay
scheme, the proposed optimal MAP receiver achieves the
lower bound (LB) derived for multi-relay DF CR scheme and
performs significantly better than the conventional schemes
developed for AWGN channel and memoryless impulsive noise
channel. Moreover, the performance improvement of optimal
MAP receiver over the memoryless receivers increases with
increasing the number of relays.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the system model is introduced. In Section III, we provide the
mathematical framework of MAP decoding for the proposed
scenario. Section IV provides the performances in terms of
BER and finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Here, we consider a DF CR scheme with M relays, as
shown in Fig 1. We assume that all nodes are equipped
with a single antenna and share the same bandwidth for data
transmission. We also assume that each node operates in half-
duplex mode. The cooperative communication takes place in
M+1 time slots, with normalized time intervals from t0 to tM .
In the first time slot, s transmits the data to d, and due to the
broadcast nature of the wireless channel, the relays also receive
it. Each relay then demodulates and decodes the received signal
to recover the source information and either retransmits, or
declares that it will remain silent. During this period, s remains
in the silent mode as indicated by the dotted line in Fig 1. For
simple DF relaying, the relays always retransmit the decoded
data to the destination. Hence, the decoded data with possible
errors are forwarded from the relays to the destination. It is
different from most papers on multi-relay DF CR schemes
where it is typically assumed that if any of the participating
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Fig. 1. Cooperative communication with half-duplex relaying.

relays decodes the source message perfectly it will forward its
decoded information to the destination, otherwise it will stay in
silent mode, i.e., what we call selective DF relaying, which is
decided by comparing the received SNR at the relay to a given
threshold. However, in practical relaying systems an arbitrary
chosen threshold does not guarantee error-free detection and
hence decoding errors may occur at the relay [12]. Although
this problem could be solved by considering CRC checking at
the relays, it is bandwidth consuming and induces extensive
overhead since CRC checking usually takes place at the MAC
layer. To avoid this, our analysis remains more general and
considers that decoding error might be propagated by the
relays.

Consider that the source s generates a frame of binary
information of length K bits (b0, b1, . . . , bK−1), mapped into
a BPSK modulated sequence (xs,0, xs,1, . . . , xs,K−1), and
transmitted to both m, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, and d in the first
time slot. The signals received at m and d at each time epoch
k, k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1 can be respectively expressed as

ysm,k =
√

Pshsm,kxs,k + nsm,k, (1)

ysd,k =
√

Pshsd,kxs,k + nsd,k, (2)

where Ps is the average source transmission power, hij,k is
the channel coefficient for the ij link, i∈(s,m) and j∈(m, d),
and nij,k is the noise term for the ij link that captures the
combined effects of AWGN and the impulsive interferers. We
assume independent Rayleigh fading in all links, i.e., for each
ij link, hij is modeled as a zero-mean, independent, circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with variance
Ω2
ij ≡ ε{|hij |2} = 1/ληij , where ε{·} denotes expectation

operator, λij is the relative distance of i from j, and η is the
path loss exponent. It is assumed that the channel coefficients
are known by the receiver side, but not by the transmitter side.
The noise sample nij,k is modeled as a TSMG process, which
is in fact a Markov process in with the marginal distribution
in each state are Gaussian. We assume that for each ij link,
nij,k follows a zero-mean, independent, circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian distribution with variances depending on
the noise state sk, sk ∈ {G,B}. In our noise modeling, G
stands for the good channel that is impaired by the background
Gaussian noise only and B for the bad channel which is
impaired by impulsive interferers also.

In slot 1, the received signal ys1 at the first relay is passed
through a demodulator to recover the source information. After
recovering the source information, the relay modulates it using
the same modulation format as in s and forwards it to the
destination with average transmission power P1. Generally in
slot m, the m-th relay transmits its decoded information to the
destination with average transmission power Pm. The signal

received at the destination in this case is given by

ymd,k =
√

Pmhmd,kxm,k + nmd,k (3)

where xm,k is the transmitted signal from m which can be
defined as xm,k = xs,k ⊕ em,k, where ⊕ indicates modulo 2
addition and em,k is a binary random variable representing
the error event at the output of the relay decoder with a
corresponding bit error probability p(em,k = 1) = θm. For fair
comparison between DT and CR schemes, in our discussion
we assume that the total source transmission power for direct
transmission PT is equal to Ps +

∑M
m=1 Pm.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) Detection

The MAP decoding rule at the destination is given by

x̂s,k =

{
1 if Lk ≥ 0
−1 if Lk < 0

(4)

where, x̂s,k is the estimate of the source’s transmitted sequence
xs,k and Lk is the log-likelihood ratio (LLR). For a multi-relay
DF CR scheme, since the transmission from the source to the
relay links in the first slot is similar to the direct transmission
from the source to the destination, Lk at the m-th relay for
the sm link is obtained by [10]

Lsm,k=ln

{
p(xs,k=1, yKsm)

p(xs,k=−1, yKsm)

}
=ln

{ p(xs,k=1)

p(xs,k=−1)
×∑

sk,sk+1
αm,k(sk)δm,k(xs,k=1, sk, sk+1)βm,k+1(sk+1)∑

sk,sk+1
αm,k(sk)δm,k(xs,k=−1, sk, sk+1)βm,k+1(sk+1)

}.

(5)
where αm,k(sk) and βm,k(sk) are referred to as the forward
and backward filters and γm,k(xs,k, sk, sk+1) represents the
branch metrics of the trellis diagram, which are defined by

αm,k(sk) = p(ysm,0, ysm,1, . . . , ysm,k−1, sk),

βm,k(sk) = p(ysm,k, ysm,k+1, . . . , ysm,K−1|sk),

δm,k(xs,k,sk,sk+1) = p(sk+1|sk)p(ysm,k−
√

Pshsm,kxs,k|sk)

The forward and backward filters can be computed recursively
as

αm,k+1(sk+1)=
∑

sk,xs,k

αm,k(sk)p(xs,k)δm,k(xs,k, sk, sk+1),

βm,k(sk)=
∑

sk+1,xs,k

βm,k+1(sk+1)p(xs,k)δm,k(xs,k, sk, sk+1),

where the forward and backward filters are initialized with
αm,0(s0 = S) = pS and βm,K(sK = S) = 1, S ∈ (G,B). In
order to derive the analytical BER formula for the source-relay
links, we assume that the receiver has the knowledge of the
state sk and the variance of each state. Then, the average BER
at the m-th relay is given by [10]

Pb,m = psmG

(
1−

√
γ̄Gsm

1 + γ̄Gsm

)
+ psmB

(
1−

√
γ̄Bsm

1 + γ̄Bsm

)
.

where, psmG and psmB are the steady state probabilities of having
in good state and bad state respectively, γ̄wsm =

PTΩ2
sm

σ2
sm,w

is the
average received SNR of sm link, w ∈ (0, 1) ≡ (G,B) and
σ2
sm,w = Rwsmσ

2
G is the noise variance of nsm with Rsm is

the impulsive to Gaussian noise power ratio for the sm link.
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Fig. 2. MAP receiver for DF cooperative relaying over correlated impulsive
noise. The system is composed of 2M +1 MAP detectors one for each link.

B. BER of multi-relay DF cooperative relaying

The end-to-end BER performance of multi-relay DF CR
scheme depends on different relaying strategies such as simple
DF relaying in which the relays always re-transmit their
decoded information to the destination in their time slots. The
optimal MAP decoding under this condition becomes

Ld,k=ln

{
p(xs,k=1|yKsd, yK1d, yK2d, . . . , yKMd)

p(xs,k=−1|yKsd, yK1d, yK2d, . . . , yKMd)

}
(6)

Following the same procedure in [10], we have

Ld,k = ln

{
p(xs,k=1, yKsd)

p(xs,k=−1, yKsd)

}
+

M∑
m=1

ln

{
p(xm,k=1, yKmd)

p(xm,k=−1, yKmd)

}

+

M∑
m=1

ln

1+ θm
1−θm (

p(xm,k=−1,yKmd)

p(xm,k=1,yK
md

)
)

1+ θm
1−θm (

p(xm,k=1,yK
md

)

p(xm,k=−1,yK
md

)
)

 . (7)

The first and second terms in (7) can be computed as (5) with
the computation of α, β, and δ for the sd and md links. The
third term can be estimated by knowing θm and the output of
the MAP detectors for the md links. The whole operation is
shown in Fig. 2.

On the other hand, for selective DF relaying the average
BER at the destination can be computed as [13]

Pb,SDFR =

2M−1∑
i=0

p(b, SDFR|V = v) · p(V = v). (8)

where, p(b, SDFR|V = v) is the error probability at the
destination conditioned on a particular decoding state process
and p(V = v) is the probability of happening that state
process. In order to compute p(b, SDFR|V = v) we have
to know which combiner is used for combining the signals
coming from the source and the relays. For AWGN channel,
i.e., when impulsive noise is absent, the maximum ratio
combining (MRC) is optimal in the sense of minimizing the
BER. The MRC combining is

yd = h∗sd
√

Psysd +

M∑
m=1

h∗md
√

Pmymd. (9)

When impulsive noise is present, the optimal MAP decoding
of (7) for this scheme becomes

Ld,k = ln

{
p(xs,k=1, yKsd)

p(xs,k=−1, yKsd)

}
+

L∑
l=1

ln

{
p(xs,k=1, yKld )

p(xs,k=−1, yKld )

}
.

(10)
where, L are the number of successful relays out of M
relays as indicated by the number of 1’s in the vector v.
In order to derive Pb,SDFR(v) = p(b, SDFR|V = v) it is
assumed that the destination receiver has the knowledge of
the states of nsd and nld, and the variances of each state.
This makes the problem tractable and constitutes a LB on the
actual BER. Under this consideration the optimal combiner is
based on MRC. Let γu0

0 = Ps|hsd|2
σ2
sd,u0

and γul

l = Pl|hld|2
σ2
ld,ul

are

the instantaneous link SNRs of sd and ld links (for notation
convenience, l = 0 is used for the sd link), respectively, where
σ2
sd,u0

= Ru0

sdσ
2
G and σ2

ld,ul
= Rul

ldσ
2
G are the noise variances

of nsd and nld, respectively, and u0, . . . , ul ∈ {0, 1} ≡ (G,B).
Since, hsd ∼ CN(0,Ω2

sd) and hld ∼ CN(0,Ω2
ld), i.e., each

link experience Rayleigh fading, γu0
0 and γul

l are exponentially
distributed with mean γ̄u0

0 and γ̄ul

l . Then, conditioned on
σ2 = [σ2

sd,u0
σ2

1d,u1
. . . σ2

Ld,uL
], Pb,SDFR(v) is the BER of

a (L + 1)-branch MRC receiver in Rayleigh fading channel,
which is given as [14]

Pb,SDFR(v, σ2) =
1

2

L∑
l=0

πl

[
1−

√
γ̄ul

l

1 + γ̄ul

l

]
(11)

where πl is defined as

πl =

L∏
j=0
j 6=l

γ̄ul

l

γ̄ul

l − γ̄
uj

j

(12)

By averaging Pb,SDFR(v, σ2) with respect to σ2, we obtain
the average BER for the cooperative link as

Pb,SDFR(v) =
1

2

1∑
u0=0

. . .

1∑
ul=0

. . .

1∑
uL=0

(psdB )u0(psdG )1−u0

. . . (pldB )ul(pldG)1−ul . . . (pLdB )uL(pLdG )1−uLPb,SDFR(v, σ2). (13)

Hence, the average BER at the destination is obtained by
substituting (13) in (8).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Here, we present the BER performances of multi-relay DF
CR schemes where a sequence of information bits of length
64, 800 is transmitted over TSMG channels characterized by
the identical parameters of bad state occurring rate pB=0.1,
channel memory γ = 100, and impulsive to Gaussian noise
power ratio R= 100. In our simulations, it is assumed that
the distance between the sd pair is normalized to unity, i.e.,
λsd=1 and the relays are uniformly [13] distributed between
the sd pair with ds1 =d12 = . . .=dMd. Also, slot durations
t0=t1=. . .=tM =1/M + 1 and the path loss exponent η = 2.

Fig. 3 shows the analytical and simulated BER perfor-
mances of SDFR scheme with M=2 relays assuming different
receiver structures. As a performance benchmark, the BER
performance of DT is also shown. The proposed optimal MAP
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receiver uses the MAP detection criterion, the memoryless re-
ceiver [9] is optimal for i.i.d. Bernoulli-Gaussian noise, and the
MRC combiner [14] is optimal for AWGN channel. The BER
formula in (8) is used to obtain the analytical results for SDFR
scheme. To obtain the simulated BER, the LLR values for the
source-relay links are obtained using (5) and the LLR values at
the destination are obtained using (10). The BER performances
are calculated for 2000 frames of 64, 800 information bits each
against SNR. The SNR is defined as, SNR=ε{|xs,k|2}/σ2

G,
where σ2

G is the Gaussian noise power. From Fig. 3, it is seen
that the analytical result perfectly matches with the simulation
result. Also, our proposed MAP receiver achieves the LB
derived for SDFR and performs significantly better than the
MRC combiner and the memoryless receiver at the expense of
higher complexity due to the MAP detection. This confirms the
benefits of utilizing the noise memory in the detection process
for multi-relay scenario.

Although similar conclusions hold for any number of coop-
erating relays, the performance gain provided by the utilization
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Fig. 5. BER performances of DT and SR scheme with M = 3 relays
and different realizations of θm at the destination. A BPSK modulation is
considered and the performance of various decoding schemes over TSMG
channels, each characterized by pB = 0.1, γ = 100, R = 100 is shown.

of memory depends on that value. This is shown in Fig. 4
for different realizations of M while the other parameters
remain unchanged. From the figure it is seen that as the value
of M increases, the performance of MAP receiver over the
Memoryless receiver improves. This implies that the larger the
number of cooperating relays are, the better the gain provided
by the memory. The problem is the complexity of the MAP
receiver which increases linearly with increasing the number of
relays. Also, with M relays the bandwidth efficiency is reduces
to 1/M + 1. From Fig. 4 it is also seen that keeping the total
transmission power unchanged, as the number of cooperative
relay increases, the BER performance improves for any type
of receiving. While this is known for AWGN channel, nobody
reported this before for bursty impulsive noise channel.

Fig. 5 compares the BER performances of DT with SR
scheme assuming M = 3 relays. For the simulation results the
following cases are considered: (1)- the destination has perfect
knowledge about θm and is utilized in the detection process
using (7) and (2)- when θm is not utilized by the destination
and the LLR values are obtained using the first two terms
of (7). From Fig. 5, it is verified that by utilizing θm at the
destination, our proposed MAP receiver performs significantly
better than the case when θm is not utilized. This confirms the
benefit of exploiting the relay induced BER at the destination
for multi-relay scheme. From Fig. 5 it is further verified that
similar to SDFR, in case of SR, the optimal MAP receiver
performs significantly better than the memoryless receiver
when both utilizes θm at the destination.

So far it is assumed that the noise samples affecting the
relays are spatially independent. On the other hand, we may
consider the spatially dependent noise scenario also when all
the relays are affected by the same impulsive noise. This is a
reasonable assumption [9] to the scenario where all the relays
will operate in the same frequency band and hence will be
affected by the same interference. In Fig. 6, we demonstrate
the effect of spatial dependence on the BER performance.
From the figure, it is seen that the performance of the optimal
MAP receiver remains unchanged under spatially dependent
impulsive noise scenario.
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We also considered systems employing powerful channel
codes such as low-density parity check (LDPC) codes. Fig. 7
shows the simulated BER performances of SDFR scheme
with M = 2 relays for LDPC coded transmission assuming
three different detectors at the receiver side. It is assumed
that a sequence of information bits of length 32, 400 is first
encoded using LDPC channel coding based on the DVB-S2
standard with the code rate of 1/2. The coded sequence is then
interleaved using a random interleaver and mapped onto BPSK
modulation sequence. For LDPC decoding, the number of
iterations is set to 50. As expected, from Fig. 7, it is observed
that similar to uncoded transmission, significant performance
gain is achieved when the noise memory is taken into account
in the detection process.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the mathematical model
to verify the analytical and simulated performances for multi-
relay DF CR schemes over correlated impulsive noise channel
in the presence of Rayleigh fading. From the obtained results,

it is observed that the analytical results agree with the simula-
tions and our proposed MAP receiver achieves the LB derived
for multi-relay DF CR scheme, and performs significantly
better than the conventional schemes that neglect the noise
memory. We also have investigated the effect of spatially
dependent noise scenario. It is observed that the performance
of the optimal MAP receiver remains unchanged under that
scenario. Additionally, for SR scheme, by utilizing the relay
induced BER at the destination the optimal MAP receiver
performs significantly better than the case when the receiver
does not have any knowledge about the error at the relay.
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